
BYJUS TVS STUDENT CASE STUDY 

NAME:  JALLI SPURTHY 

CLASS: 8th CLASS 

SCHOOL NAME: SDVR ZPSS B GANGARAM 

FATHER NAME: JALLI SRINIVASA RAO 

OCUPATION: AGRICULTURE 

MOTHER NAME: JALLI SHARADHA 

OCUPATION: RTC CONDUCTOR 

VILLAGE: RAMANAGARAM 

My name is J. spurthy I am studying 8th class in s.d.v.r. zpss B Gangaram. I am very happy to say my opinion 
about byjus TV in my classroom. My education was improved I was learning byju’s classes. It was very scary 

for anyone to the social subject, but it was very easy after listening the byjus classes. Lessons in Geography, 

History and Civics subject have a great opportunity to be easily understood by watching in audio and video 

visuals to Biju’s TVs. I have gained a lot of knowledge in terms of subject. The byjus classes useful to every 

student I got good score in social subject after listening byju’s classes. By listening byjus along with my 

teachers explation has helped me a lot. I was so excited to here byju’s classes every single thing in the byju’s 

class is said to be very supportive, I am thankful to Tanla foundation for Providing Biju’s TVs because it helped 

me a lot throughout my studies. Special Thanks to Tanla Foundation. 

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BYJUS TVS 

STUDENT NAME CLASS SUBJECTS SA1 MARKS SA2 MARKS 

JALLI SPURTHY 8th EM SOCIAL 81 96 

Thank you, 
Tanla Foundation. 



BYJUS TVS STUDENT CASE STUDY 

NAME: GOSI NAVYA 

CLASS: 9th CLASS 

SCHOOL NAME: SDVR ZPSS B GANGARAM 

FATHER NAME: GOSI RAMESH 

OCUPATION: AGRICULTURE 

MOTHER NAME: JALLI JAYA SUDHA 

OCUPATION: HOUSEWIFE 

VILLAGE: MUSTIBANDA 

My name is navya  I am studying 9th class in S.D.V.R.Z.P.S.S.B GANGARAM, The TANLA FOUNDATION for our 
school has provided TV’S with the byju’s content for each class ,we listen classes every day through the byju’s 

TV’s in my class room ,I am very poor  knowledge in social subject,  history on TV civics I am learned to listen 

to things like visual looking and listening were well understood by the lesson learned ,we see the rest of the 

along with the difficult subjects byju’s classes have been very use full to use for revision if they have any 

doubts in the social the class will be listen again and clarify my doubts ,these classes are use full for learning all 

subjects for learning like maths ,physics, biology , this time I had faith that I would get good marks in the 

exams thank you Tanla foundation. 

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BYJUS TVS 

STUDENT NAME CLASS SUBJECTS SA1 MARKS SA2 MARKS 

GOSI NAVYA 
9th 
EM MATHS 45 47 

SCIENCE 75 83 

SOCIAL 70 75 



TEACHER FEEDBACK 

My name is R.Giribabu I am working as a SA- SOCIAL in S.D.V.R Z.P.S.S B Gangaram. Students often consider 
social studies as heavy or tough since it's mostly learnt theoretically. TANLA FOUNDATION providing the Biju’s 
TV video and audio lessons through television in classrooms History, Civics and Geography concepts through 
visuals, real-life examples and storytelling is an engaging way was simplified to learning of the subject.  
Students accessed this subject to improve their mental abilities through learning by watching television. 
Students gained more knowledge, and they could apply in their real-life situations. Through the television 
learning they enjoyed and exited by understanding the subject concepts. Students felt proud by gaining 
knowledge the historical incidents.  Students got excitement by applied their weather concepts in real life 
situations. Students interested to learn the theoretical concepts by watching the television. 

Thank you, 
Tanla Foundation. 
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